Chromosome assignment of human brain expressed sequence tags (ESTs) by analyzing fluorescently labeled PCR products from hybrid cell panels.
Sixty-three human brain cDNA sequences were newly assigned to individual human chromosomes. Ten of these were subregionally localized, and one was also mapped in the mouse genome. Four previously reported assignments were refined. PCR primers were designed from expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and tested for specific amplification from human genomic DNA. DNA was then amplified, often in multiplexed PCR reactions, using DNA from somatic cell hybrid mapping panels as templates. The amplification products were identified using an automated fluorescence detection system. Chromosomal assignments were made by discordancy analysis. Thirteen newly localized cDNAs exhibited homology to previously reported sequences. EST01471 was shown to correspond to human microtubule-associated protein 1B (MAP1B), confirming the previous mapping of this gene to human chromosome 5. Other genes tentatively assigned to chromosomes based on these results were a component of the signal peptide receptor of the endoplasmic reticulum (EST00745) and a cyclic AMP-regulated phosphoprotein (EST01041) on chromosome 1, a protein phosphatase 2A 55-kDa regulatory subunit (EST01650) on chromosome 4, an NAD(P) transhydrogenase (EST01744) on chromosome 5, ribosomal proteins L1a or L1b (EST01627) and L18a (EST01583), a brain transcription factor (BF-1, EST00795) on chromosome 14, a milk fat globule membrane-related protein (EST01678) on chromosome 15, a putative peptide initiation factor (EST00675) on chromosome 17, thiosulfate sulfurtransferase (TST) on chromosome 22, and moesin (MSN) (EST00896) and a human equivalent of rat spot 14 (S14) (EST00887) on Xp11-->cen and Xpter-->p21.3, respectively.